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Mix chalk paint with water
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by Six Have you tried using Annie Sloan chalk paint yet? There is no doubt one of our favorite paints, and we use it on everything from small projects like frames to large furniture makeovers. If you're new to powder, these tips will get you started. Some of the links in this post are link links. For more
information, click here. 1. Is it really no paint prepared? Annie Sloan chalk paint is often referred to as no paint preparation. And while this is mostly true, remember that your finish will only be as good as your base. Can you often get away with painting slaps on and not doing any preparing work at all?
Yes, usually the paint will take to any surface you put it on no matter. But if you are working on a piece of furniture that has a lot of scratches and dings, you will still see those after painting if you choose not to fill them. Also if your piece is dirty or oily after years of use, the paint may not comply as well if
you want to clean it. For each piece we work on, we clean the surface first. This is our favorite wood filling to fill dings and scratches. We also check the lax veneer and other damage, and if the piece has a rough or uneven surface, we sand it smoothly (this is our favorite sander). If we are changing the
hardware, we will fill the existing vulnerabilities if necessary. Then we started painting. You may be able to get away with not doing all of this every time, but to us, it's worth a little extra time to make sure you're working on a pretty clean, even surface. 2. A little wax goes a long way If you're sealing your
piece with wax, a little really doesn't go a long way. Start by scooping a little wax onto a sheet of paper (we use a plastic spoon to do this). This way you will not be dipping your brush directly into your wax can and can contaminate it with paint or loose bristles. It is easier to work out of a sheet of paper
because you can dip your brush in wax, then apply it on the plate to remove the excess. Apply a clear thin layer of wax (you can use a rag, but a wax brush is worth the investment if you plan to draw a lot of pieces), then immediately wipe all excess with a clean cloth. Looks like you're wiping out the wax,
but you're not. If your piece feels tacky at all, keep wiping. I would also like to note that you have no clear wax limit when sealing your surface. Wax is what almost every mention when sealing chalk paint, but in my opinion, it is not a very strong sealing. If you want to seal your piece with something
stronger, you always have the option of choosing a different sealer. We often use generic water finishes based on top jackets on pieces that get a lot of use. Another note, you can not seal piece with anything else on top of the wax. It won't stick. Wax is always your last step. 3. Apply clear wax before
dark wax If you are going to finish your piece with dark wax, you still need to apply a clear wax layer first. If you apply dark wax alone, it can stain your paint and you will have a hard time controlling how dark you make it. Therefore, when using dark wax, always paint first, then apply a clear layer of wax,
then apply dark wax. This works best if you use dark wax immediately (or very soon) after applying clear wax. Clear fresh wax makes it easier to move and control dark wax. If you've put dark wax on and decided it's darker than you want, rubbing wax clearly on top of it will actually clear some dark wax.
You can read more about our tips for using dark wax here. 4. If your paint is too thick, you can thin it with water Annie Sloan chalk paint is a thicker paint and is made to show brush strokes. If you like to thin your paint a little before using it (like me), just add a little water. (Stylish coastal wardrobe) 5. You
can even paint the fabric This technique is quite simple. Add water to your paint so that it is a slim consistency. Spritz the fabric with a water spray bottle until it is slightly wet (not soaked), then paint a thin shirt on with your watering paint down. Let the paint dry, then gently sand it with a fine sandpaper
grit. Repeat with as many coats as necessary. When you're done, apply a thin layer of wax then lightly sand it again. The fabric is said to feel like soft skin when finished. Now I have to be honest, we tried this on a chair and the results were not great. The fabric felt like cheap pleather when we finished.
I'm not sure if we did something wrong or what, but I want you to know so you can do a little more research before taking a paint brush to couch your living room. Maybe we need to try it a second time to see if we get better results. 6. Do not use wax on outdoor pieces Annie Sloan chalk paint can be used
on outdoor pieces, but wax does not hold well outside. Annie recommends leaving outdoor pieces unsealed, but in my opinion, a piece with sealed chalk paint won't hold up if left in the elements. I painted the door away from our mudroom to our garage with Duck Egg Blue chalk paint and didn't have time
to seal it immediately. A few weeks passed with it unsealed and I ended up having to repaint the whole thing because it looked a hot mess. Paint tends to absorb dirt and fingerprints if not sealed. Indoors or outdoors, you always have the option to seal your pieces with something other than wax, and if I
drew an outdoor piece, I would seal it with a suitable finish for outdoor use. (Bicycle table 7. What to do if your paint does not seem to be sticking Every once in a while, we will work on one piece and for some reason paint just does not want to comply in places. This can happen for a few different reasons.
Sometimes it's it before that just didn't play nice with your paint. Sometimes the piece has been cleaned regularly with Commitment (which is also against paint). And sometimes we have no clue why it happened, but the repair is usually quite simple. If only a fraction are stubborn, we usually just spray that
place with Zinsser Bulls Eye Shellac. This tool works amazingly well at stubborn point bait. It dries for a few minutes, then you can draw right on top of it. If the whole piece is anti-paint, it's a bigger problem and I'll probably sand and element the whole piece with something like the Zinsser Bulls Eye 123.
The good news is that problems like this are not so common. 8. What to do if the wood bleeds through your paint Some forests, such as cherries, are prone to bleeding. Against it is basically the same as to deal with trouble points without sticking. If it's just a few small points, try the Zinsser Bulls Eye
Shellac, or if it's all bleeding try the Zinsser Bulls Eye 123 or any good paint on the bait. Just throw a few layers of primer right on your paint, then keep drawing as it dries. (Ship Silhouette Chest Of Drawers) 9. You can paint on wax If you paint and wax a piece, then decide then you want to paint it a
different color, you can paint a new layer of chalk paint directly on the existing wax. No stripping or sanding is necessary as long as the wax is completely cured (it takes about 30 days). Note: this is true for Annie Sloan products. Other chalk paints and wax products may or may not work equally. 10. If you
seal your piece with wax, you may have to re-wax it sometimes I feel like no one really mentions this, but the truth is that a wax finish is not permanent. Especially if it's a piece that gets a lot of traffic. For example, I have a wax table in my official living room that was never used and it looks just as nice as
the day I finished it. I also have a pair of tables ending up in our family room that were waxed about 9 months ago and they are starting to show a lot of wear. I have many kids and these tables have drinks and toys on them all day long. It is suggested that you re-wax your pieces occasionally to keep them
looking fresh, but sometimes I want to use a more permanent sealer for high traffic pieces and be done with it. This is why we do not always use wax to finish our pieces. While I absolutely love the look of a wax finish, I don't have the time or desire to re-apply the wax once I'm done with it. It should also
be remembered that wax takes 30 days to completely cure, so you can only use it gently until then. (French Wine Graphic Dresser) 11. Buff for a shiny finish If you've waxed your piece and want more than a glossy finish, you can buff it. You can use a soft polished brush or just a cloth to buff leave on the
piece until it shines. Where to buy Not sure where to find Annie Sloan chalk paint near you? Here's a link to the Annie Sloan Unfolded website where you can search and workshops in your area. Looking for more? We have received many questions from readers trying to paint chalk for the first time. You
can read about the most commonly asked questions and our answers here: FAQ about Cham Paint. You can find all our furniture painting projects and tips HERE. We hope you find this post useful! Wish you the best of luck with your painting projects! Thinking about starting your own furniture paint
business? Download our free customizable work order form. Plus get a lot of tips on how to cede custom work. That's all here. Can you also enjoy our tips for When To Prep Before Chalk Paint or our guide to painting graphics on furniture Enjoy these articles? Sign up to receive our email updates here
and get our latest projects and tips right in your inbox. Or join us on social media: Pinterest, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Google+ Google+
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